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ABSTRACT 
Distributed systems and clustering have both grown into 
mainstream phenomena, now used throughout academia 
and industry. Despite advances in a wide variety of 
interconnects, including home Internet connections at 
speeds and latencies only available in a data center several 
years ago, the scheduling and use of these systems is still 
firmly rooted in the era of batch processing. Batch 
processing provides a basic scheduler and simple 
programming model for many types of computation, but 
lacks the flexibility and efficient resource utilization of 
even the most rudimentary of time-sharing systems. With 
a large number of use cases now constrained by these 
limitations, time-sharing concepts must once again come 
to the rescue. Based on experience from the 
distributed.net, Folding@home, and Storage@home 
systems, it can be demonstrated that the Internet has 
advanced and can now meet the higher requirements for 
time-sharing. This paper will explore those requirements 
and the potential benefits of moving beyond batch 
processing and into time-sharing for Internet-scale 
computations, and lay out a method for deterministic 
checkpointing required to implement such a system.  
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1. Introduction 

Time-sharing as a concept was put in print in 1957 by Bob 
Bemer [1] with the critical insight that to achieve higher 
throughput and eliminate as much idle time as possible, 
multiple jobs could share the same hardware. By the early 
1960s time-sharing was clearly the way things should be 
done, and the idea that computation power could be used 
like a utility was introduced publicly by John McCarthy in 
his Massachusetts Institute of Technology centennial 
speech. 

Distributed computing evolved along side the early 
prototypes of the Internet, into fully capable systems such 
as the Distributed Computing System [2] by the early 
1970s, and has changed remarkably little in the underlying 
concepts since then. Submission of a job to a batch 
scheduler which matches jobs to hardware and queues 

them is still the model used even today. Everything from 
early idle-time harvesting tools like Condor [3] to the 
most modern web server servicing HTTP requests follow 
this model. The job may not have exclusive access to the 
hardware, which is likely running a time-sharing operating 
system, but for computational tasks the assumption is that 
the job will have full access to the machine until finished 
and the job cannot be migrated or stopped once assigned 
without failure. 

For volunteer distributed computing projects such as 
GIMPS [4], distributed.net [5],  and SETI@home [6] the 
same model is followed - a machine on the Internet checks 
in and is assigned a job and the results returned if they are 
completed. The evolution of distributed.net and 
SETI@home lead to the multi-project frameworks 
Folding@home [7][8], and BOINC [9] which have the 
ability to schedule jobs from many projects, but still treat 
all jobs in a batch scheduling model. 

Enterprise clusters and cloud computing are 
commonly used for large scale computation. Cluster 
schedulers employ simple batch scheduling with priorities. 
Since the jobs are either arbitrary, or often involve multi-
machine coordination such as MPI that requires gang 
scheduling, this is seen as an efficient enough way to do 
things. In the cloud, which is implemented with large 
clusters, even simple jobs are bundled with a complete 
image of the file system, and are normally long running 
servers. While migration of a running VM is now 
possible, it involves the migration of the complete file 
system and memory state of the VM, requiring very high 
bandwidth low latency networks limiting the migrations to 
within a single data center. That this VM migration is 
being done for load balancing shows that this use case is 
important, and bringing time-sharing concepts down to the 
job level is both useful and desired. Job level migration 
would also improve the efficiency in the enterprise 
situation, where often thousands of identical servers are 
started needing only a few kilobytes of configuration files. 

Bringing time-sharing concepts to distributed 
computing enables significant improvements in overall 
throughput and a number of abilities the systems currently 
do not have. A job that has one hour until completion but 
is on a host that will go down for the night can migrate the 
job to another machine before shutdown, allowing that job 
to finish sooner by not leaving the job on a shutdown 
machine to be completed later. When a researcher needs a 



result immediately, such as right before a conference 
deadline, a higher priority job can simply be sent out and 
it will be run immediately, with the host resuming the 
lower priority job when it's complete. Even checking on 
the status of all jobs in the system is difficult today 
because the hosts only come online when they finish a job 
and want more work to do. Job migration and advanced 
scheduling cannot be done with current systems because 
both the infrastructure and the software run on it lack 
these abilities, so both must be addressed. 

Before software is able to take advantage of a system, 
the hardware infrastructure it needs must be in place and 
widely available, and this is where there has been a 
significant change. Widely available and cheap broadband 
connections have brought 24/7 connectivity, low latency, 
and high bandwidth to a large number of homes globally. 
This means that the use of time-sharing can be 
reconsidered, with the possibility that the restrictions that 
force the use of batch processing may no longer apply. 

The purpose of this paper is to examine the feasibility 
of deploying a more capable volunteer distributed 
computing platform incorporating the abilities of time-
sharing systems such as checkpointing, process migration, 
priority scheduling, and monitoring. There are plans to 
build and deploy a volunteer distributed computing system 
called Storage@home [10] that will involve both 
computation and data storage, taking advantage of these 
capabilities. This will be built using CosmFS and 
CosmJob [11] which incorporate many of the ideas of a 
distributed operating system as applied to storage and job 
management. The evidence in this paper will show that the 
time-sharing aspect of such a system are now ideas that 
can be implemented on the Internet, something that was 
unreasonable only a few years ago. 

In section 2 data from Folding@home and the 
Storage@home monitoring project is presented, and 
demonstrated that the past barriers to more advanced 
systems are no longer limiting factors. Section 3 of this 
paper will discuss the requirements for time-sharing in the 
context of the Internet with unreliable hosts and limited 
bandwidth. Section 4 will discuss the mechanism and 
method of deterministic checkpointing to enable jobs to 
be stopped and restarted without disrupting the results. 
The remainder will draw conclusions and mention plans 
for future work. 

2. Experimental Results 

Data has been collected from two primary sources. 
Folding@home is a project to simulate the folding of 
protein, and involves ~300k hosts spanning Windows, OS 
X, Linux, ATI and NVIDIA GPUs, and the Sony 
PlayStation 3. It sustains several petaFLOPS of 
computational power, and is currently the largest 
volunteer distributed computing project. Folding@home 
logs were used, which span many years but contain only 
coarse-grained data. It is used primarily to show how long 

volunteers keep their machines signed up and active in 
volunteer projects. Storage@home is a new project to add 
persistent reliable storage to such volunteer distributed 
systems. Using the monitoring parts of the Storage@home 
project, we collected fine-grain timing and availability 
data during September 2009 from a subset of the 
Folding@home users. 

2.1 Host Retention 

Figure 1 shows host retention and the loss rate data from 
hosts running the CPU client and using the main 
Folding@home assignment server over the span of 3.5 
year from Jan 1st, 2006 to July 1st 2009. A large number of 
host identifiers were removed from the data because they 
never returned completed work. Some are certainly failed 
installs, or volunteers that lost interest immediately, but 
several million were attempts by volunteers to get work 
units that gave more points per day. The remaining 1.3 
million hosts participated in the system for at least 1 full 
day and returned work. 

Hosts disappear or acquire a new ID for a large 
variety of reasons: hardware failure, reformatting, 
complete uninstalls during upgrades, and volunteers 
leaving the project. For the purpose of building a time-
sharing system out of these hosts, the important factor is 
not why they leave, but how often and how reliably the 
host history can predict the likelihood of the host leaving. 
The rate at which they leave is plotted on the right axis, 
and shows that while newly seen hosts have a greater than 
5% chance of leaving the next day, this rate drops rapidly 
to below one percent by 21 days. The loss rate levels off 
near 0.7%/day at 60 days and is consistently near that 
value out to 180 days. These rates are seen even with no 
long-term commitment of any kind from the volunteer, 
they can leave at any time and are told there is no real loss 
if they do. 

Collected data on the observed bandwidth speeds 
from GPU clients in Folding@home was analyzed. It 
unfortunately reflects the congested network at Stanford 
and the large number of simultaneous connections to our 
servers, not the bandwidth available to home users on the 
Internet. 
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Figure 1 - Number of hosts that remained x days, and the 

percentage of hosts leaving per day. 



2.2 Host Availability 

While the Folding@home logs provide data on long term 
host availability and loss rates, to provide time-sharing 
functionality the hosts need to be reliably reachable and 
available at all times they claim to be available. To gather 
this data, the monitoring part of Storage@home was 
deployed and volunteer hosts were set up on home 
Internet connections, with only one client per user, so that 
normal usage data could be collected. Volunteers were 
also asked to not take any additional measures to try and 
appear online or leave their machines on more then they 
would normally. 

Because the hosts were required to be accessible from 
the Internet, not just have access to it, the volunteers 
needed to install the software, properly set up port 
forwarding on their DSL/Cable router, and also configure 
their OS firewall to allow traffic between the software and 
the central server. 234 people completed registration, 192 
(82%) were able to successfully install the client, and 169 
(72%) users were able to get the port forwarding and 
firewalls configured correctly at least briefly and get the 
software fully operational. Based on a small polling of the 
users unable to get the client working, the leading causes 
of setup failure were routers and ISP blocks. 

Table 1 shows the mix of hosts that were installed and 
configured fully, their operating system and CPU type, as 
well as the total memory available by type. Linux clients 
did not ship with auto-startup scripts to restart the client 
after a reboot and 64-bit Linux clients did decline over the 
period of the experiment, but no more so than the 64-bit 
Windows clients which run as a service and start when the 
machine boots up. No overall differences between the 
platforms were seen in the data beyond 64-bit machines 
having more RAM on average, but this may be due to the 
small number of hosts per platform, and variations in 
reliability may be observable once the larger system is 
deployed. 

Because successful installation and configuration 
proved challenging to the users, and the volunteers were 
recruited from a subset of Folding@home users more 
likely to be technically able to accomplish this, the overall 
percentage of people able to get the software fully 
working is expected to be lower in the publicly released 
project until clear guides are developed. Unfortunately 
due to the large variety of routers and firewalls in use all 
with different configuration options, developing guides is 
a difficult task and users are  pointed to existing guides. 

 
OS CPU Hosts Memory (MiB) 
Win32 x86 69 171,652 
Win64 x64 46 254,104 
Mac OS X x64 7 30,720 
Linux x86 15 25,577 
Linux x64 32 135,914 
Totals:   169 617,967 

 
Table 1. Hosts in the Storage@home Monitoring system 

 
Once clients were active and had checked in with the 

server, the server began sending UDP packets every five 
minutes and timing the round trip times and logging them. 
In cases where no response was received, four more tries 
over the course of 30 seconds were made before a host 
was marked as offline since UDP packets are not 
guaranteed to arrive and short term network glitches are 
common. If the server was not heard from for six minutes, 
the client attempted to check-in, and repeated this every 
six minutes. 

A client available and online all the time is expected 
to generate ~288 round trip measurements per day. 
419,803 latency measurements were taken over the course 
of data collection. As a measure of Internet distance the 
minimum latency measurement seen for each host is used. 
The observed average and median for these latencies are 
124 and 125 ms. Since many hosts are across at least one 
ocean, this means that the Internet has become far smaller 
with DSL and cable than it was with the high latencies that 
modems and leased lines used to involve. Looking at the 
per-host average latency measurements, except for a few 
hosts where there are bad data points skewing the data, the 
average latency is 10-30 ms longer than the minimums. 
This slows that these connections are also not highly 
congested over time, which is another beneficial change 
over the recent past, and is important to building a reliable 
distributed system. 

Figure 2 shows host availability data from the 
Storage@home Monitor project, ranked by availability, 
with the number of successful pings per day normalized 
into hours per day of availability. For a machine that is 
turned off 8 hours a day, only 16 hours of availability 
would be expected, but this does not mean the host has 
failed, it is simply unavailable. 159 hosts were online and 
sampling for more than 24 hours. The results of this 
sampling show that about 120 or three quarters of the 
hosts were highly available, and the remainder were 
offline for various amounts of time per day. The 
whitespace on the chart represents unnecessary delays in 
job completion if migration were not used. All but a small 
number were available more than 12 hours a day on 
average and would make perfectly reasonable hosts in a 
time-sharing system. 
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Figure 2. Hours/day that hosts were available. 



 

2.3 Network Stability 

Figure 3 shows a scatter plot of the number of distinct IP 
addresses a host was seen on and the number of check-ins 
from the client when the server was not heard from. 
During the setup process check-ins may be generated even 
before the port forwarding and firewalls are fully 
configured, and a client may stop working, so only check-
ins between the first and last ping that worked are 
counted. These are in contrast to planned and reported 
client shutdowns, in which the client informs the server it 
is going offline and shuts down in an orderly fashion. 
Since the clients check-in every 6 minutes if they do not 
hear from the server, IP address changes due to ISP 
DHCP leases expiring are dealt with quickly if the host is 
still online. As one would hope to see, there is a cluster 
along the one to one trend line which is from DHCP 
expires and shows the clients are functioning properly and 
highly reliable. The points along the bottom of the X axis 
are hosts with a fixed IP address, but intermittent 
connectivity issues, but all are of a low number over a 
long period of time. Hosts that are much to the right and 
below the diagonal are those with trouble staying 
reachable from the central server, but overall most 
networks are now very well behaved. Eight hosts did show 
greater than 100 check-ins - several were BitTorrent users 
which congested their Internet connections or overloaded 
routers, and the other outlier appear to have closed their 
router/firewall but did not stop their client. 

3. From Batch to Time-sharing 

Existing systems for doing computation both on the 
Internet and in clustering are based on batch scheduling. 
This has largely been a success, and for the most part the 
only option when legacy software is involved. The 
approach to making software able to run on many 
machines in parallel has historically been to pack up 
reasonably large units of work, and have them run on the 
available machines. No further scheduling, movement, or 
configuration is done. This avoids the software having to 
be aware of the complications of checkpointing or 
handling of the failure scenarios that may occur in a large 
scale system. Each job is simply considered to either pass 
or fail, with any failed, interrupted, or otherwise unable to 
finish job simply discarded. The goal is to gain the ability 
to do better scheduling options - priorities, preemption, 
and pausing - while increasing the overall throughput on 
completely unreliable hosts scattered around the internet. 

The three primary limitations in past systems that 
have prevented the time-sharing approach are availability, 
the ability to move jobs during their run, and the overhead 
of scheduling relative to its benefits. Each of these must 
be directly addressed before treating a collection of 
systems as a single time-sharing system is possible. 
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Figure 3. Distinct host IP addresses vs. check-ins. 

3.1 Host Availability and Reliability 

The first requirement for deploying a time-sharing system 
on the Internet is that hosts are reliable and can be reached 
whenever the host claims it will be online. There are two 
kinds of errors in a network - network outages and hosts 
failures. Intermittent network errors where a host is 
unreachable are very common, and can occur for a large 
number of reasons. The data on the host is still intact, 
programs are still running, and the only problem is that it 
cannot be reached. The proper response is to simply wait 
for the intact resource to return, until such time as it must 
be considered a failure case. Host failures are more 
severe, resulting in the loss of jobs and data that are 
permanently lost from the perspective of the system. More 
common than catastrophic hardware failure is intentional 
removal of the resource when the owner of the host 
uninstalls the software or otherwise takes the host out of 
the system. In either case the failure results in the 
permanent loss of the resource, and the host must be taken 
out of the system. 

Always-on home Internet connections combined with 
port forwarding make it possible for a host to be online 
and make itself reachable from other parts of the Internet. 
Unlike in batch processing, a host in a time-sharing 
system needs to be reachable at any time since the 
resources it currently has may be needed by other hosts. 
Since IP addresses are not fixed, the location and online 
status of every host must be monitored and tracked so that 
it can be located when needed. The bandwidth available to 
a home user has been growing exponentially which makes 
it possible to allocate more data intensive jobs to remote 
hosts. Speedtest.net has a large collection of data 
measured all over the world that is very encouraging to 
the idea of Internet time-sharing, with most users able to 
get multimegabit speeds to the Internet. 

3.2 Process Migration 

The implementation details of process migration will be 
dealt with in detail in Section 4, but the conceptual need 
for it will be addressed here. In batch processing a job is 
limited to three states through which it proceeds linearly - 



waiting to run, running, and finished. This means that 
anything that goes wrong while running is fatal, and the 
job and any dependent or connected jobs will also fail. 
There is also no flexibility in the system once a job is 
started, it must be allowed to finish or be killed. Ideally, 
the system would be more flexible allowing a job to move 
to a variety of other states from running - pausing for 
reboot or maintenance, migrating the job to another host, 
or pausing and while a higher priority job is completed. In 
a distributed system, all the other states that are normal in 
a time-sharing OS require the ability to do full process 
migration, even if the migration is to the same machine. 
The job needs to be checkpointed and bundled up into a 
file that can be restarted, or moved to another machine, 
with no loss of data or state. 

Currently the common way to handle process 
migration is to migrate the entire virtual machine that is 
running the job. This approach has both overhead from 
running in a virtual machine, and from having to move the 
saved machine state, entire machine memory, and the file 
system. A virtual machine is many times larger than just 
the state of the job of interest, which may be very small. 
For many types of workloads temporary data structures 
can be generated at startup, and only a small fraction 
needs to be stored as part of the job and properly 
checkpointed. Some systems like Condor move only the 
job and its working memory, but this is still often orders 
of magnitude larger than a checkpoint and is not portable 
across platforms. These approaches and their high 
overhead can work in a data center, but cannot be used on 
the Internet where bandwidth and storage is far more 
limited, and the overhead becomes fractionally much 
higher. 

3.3 Scheduling and Overhead 

Once it can be assumed that hosts are reliable enough, and 
that process migration is viable, the last step to time-
sharing on an Internet scale is to make the overhead of 
scheduling and migration small enough that the ability to 
use more machines remotely outweighs the increased 
overhead. The computation required to schedule hundreds 
of thousands of jobs onto compatible and available hosts 
is a simple and well understood problem with a multitude 
of standard solutions, even when gang scheduling may be 
required. So here only the overhead of starting and 
migrating processes across the Internet compared to 
running them locally is of concern. In the context of a 
distributed system, the additional overhead involves 
moving the job to and from the host it will run on and any 
additional time spent checkpointing, moving, or restoring 
from checkpoints if the job needs to be moved. During 
execution a job has the normal overhead, and one cycle of 
starting up the job and writing the results is always 
required, so is not counted as an increase in overhead. 

For jobs that contain a reasonable amount of data, 
tens of megabytes, transfer overhead is now on the order 
of seconds. Since jobs are designed to be large and take 

many hours, this overhead is negligible as a percentage of 
run time. The transfer overhead can also be overlapped 
with other operations by transferring a new job shortly 
before the old one finishes, so the effect on throughput 
can be reduced to almost zero even for very large jobs. 
Jobs that need to migrate to a new host need not be 
transferred to the originating host during the migration 
(though this may be desirable for security reasons) so they 
only impose the scheduling overhead on the originating 
host, not the migration bandwidth. For small jobs pre-
transfers and batching can be employed to overlap the 
computation and transfer operations. 

This leaves the cost of bandwidth for moving the jobs 
to and from their origin, and the limitations on throughput 
that it will impose. This is the fundamental limitation on 
distributed computing in any setting, including the 
enterprise, but the enterprise has the advantage of local 
bandwidth which is orders of magnitude faster than 
Internet links. This makes it important in the Internet 
context that the amount of computation needed per byte of 
data be relatively high, measured on the order of minutes 
of CPU time per megabyte. 

4. Deterministic Checkpointing 

A guarantee of a deterministic result for a checkpointable 
and relocatable process is needed for the types of 
computation used in a distributed time-sharing system. 
This means that the outcome of the job is not changed 
regardless of the checkpointing activities. The need to run 
jobs for a long period of time means that  checkpointing is 
already needed to cope with power outages and soft 
errors, but the desire to use process checkpointing for 
migration make this a core requirement. One method for 
assuring deterministic checkpoints is the one used by 
Cosm which is described below. 

A job is created in the initial start state C0, with all 
inputs available and defined at this state. No inputs or user 
interaction are allowed during the job, as this would allow 
nondeterministic results. The job proceeds eventually to a 
final finished state Cf where the outputs are committed. 
During the course of execution, the job passes through a 
series of any number of possible checkpoint states ( C0, 
C1, ..., Cf-1, Cf ). A job could run from C0 to Cf on one 
system uninterrupted, or may pause and/or move at any 
subset of the intermediate states. Our requirement is that 
regardless of what this subset of checkpointed states is, 
the results at Cf must be the same.  To accomplish this the 
results at Cn+1 must be the same regardless of if there was 
a move at Cn or not, making the overall result 
deterministic. 

In the case of a program using only integer 
operations, the state of all initial and temporary values are 
stored when a checkpoint is needed and then reloaded on 
any machine when the process resumes. No information is 
lost because of a checkpoint. This situation becomes more 
complicated when floating point values are involved in the 



calculation, because it is no longer enough to simply store 
the values and resume later or elsewhere. The first 
complication is that floating point math is done differently 
on each hardware platform, and some hardware can be run 
in multiple configurable modes. Rounding modes or the 
handling of infinity, NaN, and denormalized numbers may 
differ. Floating point registers are also often larger 
internally than the 32-bit or 64-bit standard 
representations. On the Intel 80x87 co-processors, 80-bit 
registers and calculations are used internally, so precision 
is lost any time values are saved and loaded from these 
registers. 

The first required fix is to control for the parameters 
that must be controlled. If a job is started and run on one 
type of hardware, it is only deterministic if continued on 
that same type of floating point unit set to the same 
modes. This applies both to the CPU families like Intel, 
ARM, MIPS, or PowerPC, but to the accelerators now in 
common use such as AMD or NVIDIA GPUs, and Intel's 
upcoming Larrabee architecture. While this is confining to 
some degree, it is also the easiest factor to control by not 
allowing moves between differing floating point devices 
where the modes cannot be configured before calculation 
begins or is resumed from a checkpoint. If a job is 
nondeterministic due to floating point instructions being 
reordering among threads or other ordering due to 
parallelism, that nondeterminism remains for that 
platform. 

While a process cannot be made to act like it was 
never stopped or moved on its way from C0 to Cf due to 
the larger internal registers and other issues,  it can be 
made to act like the process was moved at all possible 
checkpointable locations. At any point that can be a 
checkpoint, all floating point values must be pulled out of 
registers or device-specific formats, and put into standard 
32-bit or 64-bit formats, and then reloaded before 
computation resumes. Integer values do not need this 
treatment if they are in integer registers, but will if stored 
or used in floating point registers. 

The increasing use of XML files for storage brings 
with it an additional problem. Floating point and other 
data will be converted to text for storage usually with 
great loss of precision. XML can also make checkpointing 
somewhat slow since where XML will be used, data 
values will need a round trip from their binary values to 
text and back. The complete XML parsing can be skipped 
if a checkpoint is not going to be written, but values must 
still be converted. 

Only a small amount of software currently takes this 
requirement into consideration, as it was designed to 
either run uninterrupted with no checkpointing, or the 
amount of nondeterminism due to checkpointing was 
ignored or deemed to be acceptable. However once this 
shortcoming is pointed out, the fixes are often easy to 
implement. The code to save/load values is already 
present if checkpointing is used, it just needs to be 
triggered at all possible checkpointing locations. It is 
likely that this operation can be more lightweight than a 

true checkpoint since writing data to persistent storage 
may not be required, just a round-trip to the storage 
format for the values that may be changed in the process. 
For code that is not yet able to do checkpointing, there is 
not a large amount of additional work required to 
implement deterministic checkpointing compared to 
nondeterministic checkpointing. 

For performance reasons when using deterministic 
checkpointing, the possible checkpointing locations 
should not occur too often in wall-clock time. Since 
checkpointing is generally only done every few minutes 
for the purposes of power loss and machine failures, this 
does not add a high amount of overhead, and has the 
benefit of allowing process migration. For a process that 
needs to stop immediately and cannot make it to the next 
checkpointable location before the machine will go down, 
work must be discarded rather then saved or the 
determinism will be lost, so this may favor having more 
frequent checkpointable locations. 

Randomness requires special consideration since the 
random numbers must be used in a deterministic way as 
the computations proceed. Many types of computation use 
pseudorandom numbers to provide randomness to a 
simulation, while still maintaining the ability to repeat the 
simulation for verification. This means the internal state of 
the pseudorandom number generator must be 
checkpointed fully, or the generator reseeded with known 
values at the beginning of each checkpointable state. 

During development the testing of software that will 
be run in a distributed manner is critical. Verification must 
be done that the results are indeed deterministic barring 
hardware errors, and that the checkpointing is complete. 
Unit tests must be developed to verify that the results of a 
single long run are identical to the results of a run that is 
restarted from checkpoints both on the same reference 
system, or on any other hardware combinations it will be 
allowed to run on when deployed. 

5. Conclusion and Future Work 

After a short period of involvement in a volunteer 
distributed system the rate at which machines leave the 
system is remarkably low, and it is reasonable to expect 
that if volunteers know there is a loss involved in them 
leaving the project without notice, they are far more likely 
to give that notice. They will remove machines from the 
system in a way allowing for data and jobs to be migrated 
off without loss, lowering the number of hosts considered 
to be failed even more. The observed loss rates are also in 
order of days while the monitoring and recovery process 
is on the scale of minutes, and this makes recovery from 
lost hosts a reasonably quick process. 

All of the availability data is highly encouraging, and 
shows that large numbers of hosts on the Internet are now 
stable and available enough to participate in a time-
sharing system. This will enable projects that are not 
currently possible with a strictly batch based system, such 



as those with tight feedback loops or ones requiring a 
small amount of communication between nodes. Hosts 
that are not reliable enough or cannot set up the proper 
port forwarding to be on the Internet can still be assigned 
batch jobs that do not need the features offered by time-
sharing such as migration or priority scheduling. 

The one roadblock that remains to time-sharing on 
the Internet is the software. Designing new software or 
refactoring the old software to properly handle 
deterministic checkpointing will take some amount of 
training and time. 

A distributed time-sharing system is currently being 
deployed in the Storage@home project, treating a large 
number of volunteer contributed systems as a highly 
adaptable time-sharing system combining computation 
and storage in a volunteer system. Data collection by the 
monitoring portion of Storage@home will continue in the 
deployed system, and the results of adding more users, 
many not as technically savvy as the initial users, will be 
discovered. Further surveying of the volunteers is also 
planned, as running a new system with time-sharing, 
storage, and the potentially tricky setup procedure will 
involve a shift in thinking by the volunteers. 

While the overall goals and the method of 
deterministic checkpointing is discussed here, there are 
many more issues and details for building a distributed 
time-sharing system both technological and social that will 
be discussed in future papers. 
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